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WOLLEN INSERT PROTECTION
FOR MALE SEXUAL GLANDS (PROSTATE AND ANUS)

AND FOR FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS

1. FIELD OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to a wool insert for male and female underpants by which the

sensitive reproductive and urinary organs and the anus are being protected against cold.
According to the International Patent Classification, the proposed invention falls within the
subclasses A41B9/02 (Drawers or underpants for men, with or without inserted crotch or
seat parts), A41B9/04 (Knickers for ladies, with or without inserted crotch or seat parts)
and A41B17/00 (Selection of specific materials for underwear).

2. TECHNICAL PROBLEM
The anatomy of the urinary and genital tract, in both male and female, is such that they are

very close to each other, so bacteria can easily move from one area to another. Women are
more sensitive to infections because they have a shorter urethra and a short distance between
the anus and the urethra, which means that the path the bacteria needs to pass is much shorter.

Statistics show that in the XXI century more and more diseases of the urogenital tract are
being diagnosed in the female population, especially the younger ones, what became a
widespread and serious social problem.

The most common cause of illness is a compromised or weakened immune balance which
occurs due to the effects of various factors among which one of the most common is
exposure to cold, mostly because of fashionable lingerie!? There are more and more young
women who use underwear rather to highlight their body curves than to protect their sensitive
reproductive and urinary system!

In this way, through a cold are being caused serious diseases such as sexual damage of the
prostate glands among men (the last year statistics recorded more than 60% of patients with
chronic and acute prostatitis!) and among women chronic inflammation of the urinary canal
and bladder, even sterility.

3. STATE OF THE ART
Since ancient times, especially in rural areas, men massively used "unpatented" wool cover

(popularly known as "nakurnjak", which bound for the male sexual organ), while the women
wore warm woolen clothes and were healthier. The primary purpose of the male cover was to
protect the prostate gland from inflammation. This cover went practically out of use, as for
fashionable and practical reasons such as: a) impractical for carrying (the placement and
removal, tying and unpin), b) the material from which it is knitted (100% wool which rub
directly on the skin as itchy, scratching and skin damaging), c) Difficult washing and
maintenance in comparison with modern textiles underwear, d) Finally, the human male
vanity.

Female population today has modern ways of dressing, but also problems because the
material from which the lingerie underwear is made is synthetic fabrics (from which
underwear and sanitary napkins are being produced) which are a favorable material for
creation and spreading of infection than protecting sensitive urogenital organs and the anus.
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4. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The main objective of the proposed finding is reflected in the maintenance of the natural

body temperature, which itself is the best protection of all body inflammation, therefore also
the protection of the most vulnerable, urogenital organs and the anus, which occur through
poorly protected crotch.

The second objective is to enable natural thermotherapy of stomach and other nearby
organs.

Further on, the goal is to achieve the national saying "better safe than sorry!"
These goals can be achieved thanks to the material from which the insert for male and

female underwear is crafted as well as the way it is being crafted. They are made of pure,
100% combed sheep wool (which is a good thermal insulator), sewing, or more precise
quilting, and so that it prevents clotting what means that there is an equal level of thickness
that is evenly distributed throughout the surface of wool insert.

5. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Figure 1, Men's underpants
Position 1. presents the insert. At section A-A it shows that the length of the insert is such

that it covers the lower abdomen, crotch and a back (which is in men more susceptible to
infection than women), while its width is equal to the width of the underpants in the crotch. It
consists of wool (item 1) and cotton foil cover (item 2).

Position 2. presents a cotton cover for the woolen insert with which it is being connected
through a strong and thick boxes pattern, as shown in the drawing.

Position 3. presents standard men's underpants on which the insert with cover is sewn.
Figure 2, Women's underpants
Position 1. presents the insert. At section AA shows that the length of the insert is such that

it covers the crotch and the lower abdomen (not the behind, as opposed to the insert for male
underpants). Its width increases from the crotch in the form of a triangle, over the small
stomach to the extent underpants around the stomach, in order to protect women's
reproductive part. It consists of wool (item 1) and cotton cover (item 2).

Position 2. presents a cotton cover for the woolen insert with which it is being connected
through a strong and thick boxes pattern, as shown in the drawing.

Position 3. presents standard women's underpants on which the insert with cover is sewn.

6. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The proposed insert consists of a 100% pure worsted sheep wool, wrapped with cotton

cover.
Sheep wool is characteristic for its properties that fully comply with the proposed finding:
a) In its fiber is a healing ointment, lanolin, which has antibacterial and anti-allergic

properties, so that it destroys viruses, bacteria, dust mites, therefore microorganisms present
one of the greatest irritants for the immune system.

b) Sheep wool is a good thermal insulator and allows natural thermotherapy.
The cotton cover consists of 95% pure cotton and 5% elastin. Cotton fiber is a soft

breathable fabric which has a superior absorption capacity (especially sweat, which corrodes
the delicate skin in the crouch of the human body). It is also a good thermal insulator.
Because of these qualities it is pleasing to the human body and is one of the most commonly
used natural fiber in the modern world.

Elastin is a protein that has properties to save resiliency and elasticity, the monolithic
nature of the cover and combed sheep wool, and thereby the shape invariance of the insert.



7. METHOD OF APPLICATION
As for the production of underwear with the proposed insert, experts for confection lingerie

easily will identify technology of producing the cotton cover with wool insert and sewing on
the under pants in all standard sizes.

In principle, it is about the next stages of development of underwear to protect male sexual
prostate glands and anus, as well as for the protection of women's reproductive organs and the
anus:

a) Izrada umetka: Najprije se skroje, izrezu, po dvije jednake stranice pamu6ne prekrivke
(u kojoj ima 5% elastina). Oblik stranica prekrivke, dakle oblik umetka, razli&t j e za muske i
za zenske gace...

a) Making the insert: first tailored, cut out two identical cotton parts of the cover (which
contains 5% of elastin). The shape for insert is different for male and female underpants.

The cover for male underpants have the shape of rectangle whose width is equal to the
width of underpants in the crouch, whi le the length goes fro the waist to the crotch,
continuing and finishing in shape of triangle, from the crotch to the backbone.

The cover for female underpants have the shape of trapeze, extending from the crotch to
the waist (largely covering the lower abdomen), while the lower part width is equal to the
width of panties in the crotch. On one of the sides is equally spread sheep wool, 1 cm
thickness. After that the other, identical cotton cutout is being cross stitched with a strong and
thick pattern.

b) Sewing the insert to the underpants : Like this prepared insert carefully, by its scope, is
being sewed to the underpants in a way that the stitched part does not irritate the body.

Created in this manner, underpants with insert will allow:
- Good circulation in that part of the male body
- The optimal function in sexual intercourse and urinary tract
- A higher percentage of fertility among young women
- More personal potential mechanism of male health
- Self-defense of male and female population
At the same time, the insert will prevent:
- Acute prostatitis
- Infertility caused by acute and chronic illnesses, ending with surgical intervention and the

removal of one or both ovaries
- Serious disorders, physical and psychological aspects of health
As for maintenance, washing and ironing, it is conditioned with the materials of which the

cover and insert are crafted: hand wash at a temperature 35-40° C, ironing at a temperature up
to 40° C.



PATENT CLAIMS

1. Insert for male and female underpants, characterized in that it is made out of 100%
combed sheep wool coated with cotton cover that is sewed on the crouch part of the
underpants in a way that it covers the genital organs and anus.

2. The insert of claim , characterized in that for male underpants it is shaped as a
rectangle whose width is equal to the width of underpants in the crotch, whi le the length goes
from the waist to the crotch, continuing and finishing in shape of triangle, from the crotch to
the backbone.

3. The insert of claim , characterized in that for female underpants it is shaped as a
trapeze, extending from the crotch to the waist (largely covering the lower abdomen), while
the lower part width is equal to the width of panties in the crotch.

4. The insert of claim 1, characterized in that the cotton cover with wool inside is
stitched strong and dense cross the pattern, on a way that it preserves the even distribution of
wool, therefore the unchanging thickness of the insert.

5. Cotton cover of the claims 1 and 2, characterized in that it is made out of 95% of
pure cotton and 5% elastin to assure the monolithic nature of the cover and combed sheep
wool, and thereby the shape invariance of the insert.
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